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In this review we summarize the current state of some aspectsof observational studies of low

metallicity stars that have been enriched with products of rapid-neutron-capture (r-process) nu-

cleosynthesis events. Attention will be drawn to the element domains where there is little star-to-

star variation in relative abundances (such as the rare earths), and those with substantial variations

(the lightest neutron-capture elements and the very heavy radioactive elements Th and U). We

highlight some new work bearing on our understanding of the limits of abundance distributions

that can be produced in ther-process. Finally, comments will be made on the metallicityat which

significant contributions from thes-process can be seen in Galactic halo stars.
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1. Introduction

Elements with atomic numbers Z> 30 are synthesized in the late stages of stellar evolution,
almost exclusively via neutron-capture (n-capture) reactions with seed nuclei in nuclear fusion
interior zones. Two extreme, but apparently realistic, physical situations have been defined for
how n-capture synthesis works in stars. If successive neutron captures happen slowly compared
to β -decay rates of unstable nuclei, then isotope/element synthesis proceedsalong the valley ofβ
stability; this is called thes-process. But if the neutron captures flood nuclei much more rapidly
thanβ -decays can adjust for stability, isotope/element synthesis is skewed to neutron-rich nuclei;
this is called ther-process.

Fertile astronomical testing grounds forr-process ands-process physics are the spectra of
metal-poor Galactic halo stars that are anomalously enriched inn-capture elements. Twenty years
ago we knew of only a few such stars, e.g, HD 115444 [8], and thus hadno understanding of how
widespread the phenomenon might be. Ten years ago some photometric and medium-resolution
spectroscopic surveys (e.g., [2]) of Galactic pole regions had provided promising candidates for
high-resolution spectroscopic investigation. Today there are hundredsof r−rich ands−rich stars
that have been identified and have enjoyed abundance analyses detailedenough to understand their
basic nucleosynthetic mix. A lesser number these stars have been subjectedto repeated analyses,
so that now we have abundances for nearly everyn-capture element that can be detected in their
spectra.

A general review ofn-capture-rich very metal-poor stars has been recently published [26],to
which the reader is referred for an overview of the field to that time. In this brief paper we propose
to highlight a few of the advances in observational studies ofr-process-rich stars since that review.
The subject ofs-process- and C-rich low metallicity stars deserves its own review; these stars will
not be considered further here.

2. More and Ever-Improved Analyses

The number of well-studiedr-rich stars grows steadily. In [26], Figure 11 presented data for
six of these stars, comparing theirn-capture abundances with that of the solar-systemr-process-
only distribution. The excellent matches over the wholen-capture atomic number range of stable
elements suggests that the same process has created ther-process elements over the entire Galactic
history.

The ability to produce such detailed matches for large numbers ofn-capture elements per star
(more than 30 in the best case) has been enabled by several factors. Firstly, when [n-capture/Fe]≥
+1, r-process-rich metal poor stars simply have very large line strength contrasts between the
their n-capture elements and lighter ones. Secondly, the current generation of8m-class telescopes
equipped with efficient high-resolution spectrographs has provided high-S/N spectra of these stars
over wavelength ranges that stretch down nearly to the ultraviolet atmospheric cutoff, and in a few
cases into the vacuum ultraviolet [4]. Thirdly, several atomic physics groups have produced very
accurate transition probabilities and hyperfine/isotopic substructure data for large numbers of lines
of atomic species that are most useful to spectroscopists of metal-poor stars (e.g, [18, 16, 21]).
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Figure 1: Expansion of the top panel of Figure 11 in [26]. The solid bluelines are the scaledr-process-only
solar-system elemental abundance curves, normalized to the Eu abundance of each star. Stellar data (from
the top) are: filled (red) circles, CS 22892-052 [27, 28], filled (green) squares, HD 115444 [30, 28], filled
(purple) diamonds, BD+17 3248 [3, 24], (black) stars, CS 31082-001 [10, 28], solid (turquoise) left-pointing
triangles, HD 221170 [13, 28], solid (orange) right-pointing triangles, HE 1523-0901 [6], (green) crosses, CS
22953-003 [5], open (maroon) squares, HE 2327-5642 [20], open (brown) circles, CS 29491-069 [9], open
(magenta) triangles, HE 1219-0312 [9], All abundances, except those of CS 22892-052, have been vertically
displaced downwards for display purposes. The solid lines are solar system r-process only predictions from
[25].
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The six stars chosen by [26] for relative abundance display hardly exhaust the list of “solar-r”
stars among then-capture-enhanced low metallicity Galactic halo population. In Figure 1 we add
several more examples, to emphasize that multiple teams of investigators find essentially the same
results. Inspection of this figure re-affirms some conclusions that have been reached in many of
the cited papers:(a) the match to the solar-system abundances is the best for stable elements in
the atomic number domain 56≤ Z ≤ 78, i.e, the rare earths and the 3rd r-process-peak elements;
(b) the abundance data of lightern-capture elements are relatively sparse except for the easily-
observed Sr-Y-Zr group, due to the relative weakness of lines of mostof these elements in metal-
poor stars;(c) among the lighter elements, Y (Z = 39) and Ag (Z = 47) persistently show relative
underabundances by factors of 2−3 compared to their neighboring elements with respect to the
solarr-process distribution; and(d) much scatter exists in the abundances of very heavy radioactive
elements Th (Z = 90) and U (Z = 92) with respect to the heavier stablen-capture elements, which
may compromise their utility as cosmochronometers.

The relative abundance data for manyn-capture-rich metal-poor stars are now good enough
that insights intor-process nucleosynthesis may be sought in star-to-star abundance differences at
the<0.1 dex level. One such exploration has recently been undertaken by [22], a summary of
which is among the present conference papers. From that work we have reproduced in Figure 2
a rare-earth abundance comparison between the two best-studied stars with extremer-process en-
hancements (CS 22892-052 [27, 28] and CS 31082-001 [10, 28]), and three stars with merely very
large enhancements (BD+17 3248 [3, 28, 24], HD 115444 [30, 28], and HD 221170 [13, 28]).
The differences are subtle: when the curves are normalized at Eu, the three “lightest” elements
Ba-La-Ce are≃0.05-0.10 more abundant in the lessr-process-enhanced trio of stars. Since in the
solar-system these elements have an overwhelminglys-process origin, the simplest interpretation is
that the difference in the two stellar groups is the addition of a small amount ofs-process material
to ann-capture element set that is still has had an overwhelminglyr-process origin. However, this
idea rests on the assumption that the abundance distribution resulting from anr-process event is
identical to all others. Increasing evidence supports the notion of star-to-star abundance differences
among apparentlyr-rich stars. We explore this idea in the next section.

3. Evidence for Variety in the r-Process

Careful abundance investigations of the bright very metal-poor,n-capture-poorgiants HD 122563
and HD 88609 [11, 12] have shown fairly conclusively that not only is the solar-systemr-process
distribution a poor match to then-capture abundances of these stars, but thes-process “main” and
“weak” fail as well. These authors argue anr-process created then-capture elements in these stars,
but with different fusion region physical conditions. Some theoretical investigations have now con-
sidered varying parameters (such as the electron fraction Ye [29]). More generally, it is important
to remember that theoretical predictions of the solar-systemr-process distribution (e.g, [14]) fail
if they assume a single value of the neutron density in the synthesis regime. Multiple (extremely
high) neutron density regimes that range over five orders of magnitude must be invoked in order to
match the abundances of light and heavyn-capture elements (as demonstrated in Figures 5 and 6
of [14]).
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Figure 2: Relative mean abundances for the rare-earth elements in twogroups of r-process standard
stars. The first group (blue circles) has〈[Eu/Fe]〉 = +0.8±0.1, and the second group (red diamonds) has
〈[Eu/Fe]〉=+1.6±0.1 . The abundances are normalized to Eu (Z = 63). Abundances are taken from [28].

An attempt to definer-process synthesis possibilities from observed abundance distributions
has recently been completed by [22] (see their contribution to this conference). They argue that the
existence of substantials-process nucleosynthesis in metal-poor stellar spectra can be inferred if
lead (in the form of the Pb I 4057 Å line) is detected. This is due to the tendencyof thes-process to
run to the heaviest stable elements at low metallicity (due to the large neutron-seed-nuclei ratios in
the He-fusion zones of such stars. With this discriminant, it is possible to identify stars without any
evidence ofs-process enrichment that nevertheless have substantially larger La/Eu ratios than those
of the the solar-system or such “standard”r-rich stars as CS 22892-052. In Figure 3, a reproduction
of part of Figure 11 of [22], the variety ofr-process stars defined in this manner is displayed. This
plot includes stars at the extremes of claimedr-process distributions that were shown in previous
figures, and a variety of intermediate cases. It is difficult to make definitivearguments forr-process-
only synthesis in cases that depart significantly from the scaled solar-system distribution. Clearly
much more work, especially inr-process theory, will be needed to understand this situation better.

4. At What Metallicity Does the s-Process Appear?

A new study of Ba isotopes in the bright metal-poor subgiant HD 140283 ([Fe/H] ≃−2.6, [7],
and reported at this conference) argues that the ratio of odd isotopes toeven isotopes is consistent
with a pures-process origin to then-capture elements in this star. Their analysis is careful and ex-
tensive, and appears to be the definitive word on the Ba isotope mix (discussed earlier by [15, 19])
in this star. The other abundances and upper limits of the very few detectablen-capture elements
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Figure 3: (Part of Figure 11 of [22]) Differences between the solar-systemr-process abundances and stellar
abundances for 16 metal-poor stars, normalized to Sr (Z = 38) to minimize the effect of overall metallicity
differences. The stars are listed according to decreasing [Eu/Fe] and are identified, along with their [Sr/Fe]
and [Eu/Fe] ratios, in the box to the right. A typical uncertainty is indicated in the lower left corner. This
confirms the conclusion of [12] that the heavy element abundance pattern of CS 22892–052 is distinct from
HD 88609 and HD 122563. Furthermore, there is a continuous distribution of abundance patterns in other
stars that fall between these two extremes. Please see [22] figure caption for citations to the papers with the
original data for each star.

in this very line-weak spectrum are also consistent with ans-process interpretation. These data po-
tentially make HD 140283’sn-capture abundances inconsistent wht prior claims of purer-process
nucleosynthesis at the low metallicity of this star, [Fe/H]≃ −2.6 .

However, work over the last decade has broadened our view ofn-capture nucleosynthesis in
the early Galaxy. In Figure 4 we reproduce Figure 16 of [26], in which La/Eu ratios (in logε units)
are correlated with [Fe/H]. Inspection of the data clearly shows the trend inaverage La/Eu values to
decrease with decreasing metallicity, and for [Fe/H]<−2.5 a number of stars (mostly discussed in
detail in earlier sections of this paper) have La/Eu ratios consistent with the solar-systemr-process
ratio. But many stars have substantially higher values even at these low metallicities. As we
discussed in the previous section, some of these higher La/Eu stars are considered by [22], who
argue that they have purer-process origins. Are these stars enriched by both previouss-process
andr-process events? At this point we simply cannot be sure. Further attempts toderive reliable
Ba isotopes in other very metal-poor stars will be welcome, as will renewed efforts to increase the
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Figure 4: (Figure 16 of [26]) Abundance trends with respect to metallicity for the elemental ratio La/Eu in
a large number of stars in our Galaxy. The filled blue circles are halo stars and the filled red diamonds are
disk stars. The (green) right facing triangles are from [1].The r-process-only ratios predicted for La/Eu in
various literature sources are shown with black lines; see [26] for details of these predictions.

quality and quantity of Sm isotopic fractions first investigated by [17, 23].

The substantial growth ofn-capture abundances in very metal-poor stars over the past couple
of decades has illuminated the role of ther-process in early Galactic nucleosynthesis. But, happily,
as old questions have been cleared up we have been presented with new puzzles that will need the
future combined efforts of observations and theoreticians to answer well.
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